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ABSTRACT

Research on the effects of birth order on cognitive ability and

other outcomes often fails to control relevant variables related to family.

background, and does not usually investigate the effects of birth order

among members of the same families. Consequently, apparently significant

birth order effects may in fact be spurious. This study uses a sample of

brothers to investigate the effects of birth order within families on

sixth grade test scores, educational attainment; adult occupational status,

and earnings.

Despite a detailed search for both linear and nonlinear effects of

birth order, our analyses suggest few statistically significant, large, or

consistent effects. Al·lowing the effects of birth order to vary by age

spacing does not alter this finding.

Unlike the effects of birth order, the effects of family size are

significant. The effects of increased family size diminish as family

size grows larger. The nonlinear effects of family size are reduced

appreciably when other measures of socioeconomic status are controlled.

The effects of family size on educational attainment once socioeconomic

background and test scores are controlled are small but significant. The

effects on occupational status and earnings are insignificant with back

ground, test scores, and education controlled. These results suggest that

the most important independent consequence of larger families for the

attainment process is lowered cognitive skill. This apparent effect may,

however, itself be spurious.



Findings on sibling resemblance suggest that brothers from smaller

families may share more common backgrounds than do brothers from larger

families. The tendency of sibling correlations to be larger for ~en from

small families than for men from large families suggests the role of environ

mental as against £ehetic factors in the determination of sibli~g rese~

blance.



Family Characteristics and Achievement:
Effects of Birth Order and Family Size in

the Kalamazoo Brothers Sample

1. INTRODUCTION

Men from different families differ in their likelihood of educational

and economic success or failure. This i~ true even of men whose measured

socioeconomic background is similar (Olneck 1976; forthcoming). However,

the mechanisms by which family background affects life chances remain

obscure despite considerable effort by social scientists to measure the

extent and channels of influence. Speculation about the sources of family

influences above and beyond the influence of socioeconomic status is at

best untested conjecture (Corcoran, Jencks, and Olneck 1976). Measurement

of variables tapping the processes by which socioeconomic effects arise is

rare, and inevitably depends upon imprecise measures (Sewell and Hauser

1975). Efforts to quantitatively assess psychological mechanisms in the

process of intergenerational status transmission are confined to small

and atypical samples (Elder 1968). More wholistic approaches in anthro-

pology and psychology, often falling under the rubric of the "culture of

poverty," are unable to distinguish observed behavior due to opportunity

structures from persistent values and preferences (Moynihan 1969; Leacock

1971; Allen 1970).

Two possible explanations for the paucity of survey research adequately

explaining rather than simply measuring the effects of family background

come to mind. First, such research is exceedingly difficult to conceive

and conduct. Since it is likely that parental characteristics affect a

son's life chances principally by affecting a son's own characteristics,
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even early in the life cycle, research explaining the impact of family

. "'
background would have to measure relevant characteristics of men when they

were young. Not only is it difficult to enumerate and measure relevant

characteristics in any population, it is virtually impossible to measure

the personal characteristics at youth of a sample of adults.

MOreover, even if the relevant charac~eristics intervening between

family background and measures of later success were identified and

measured, researchers who confined themselves to such efforts would not

necessarily be able to account for the systemic sources of newly discovered

empirical relationships. It is difficult enough to establish what matters,

and to what extent; but exclusive attention to individual level data can

never reveal the processes by which particular characteristics come to

matter. Thus, few researchers have explored the nexus between the insti-

tutiona1 structures of school experience and individual test scores. Test

scores are simply labelled "ability" and are used to explain school achieve-

ment or persistence. Economists assessing the impact of education on

earnings generally assume that schooling reflects productivity, but few

1direct tests of this assumption are available. While researchers ana1yz-

ing individual level data may hold to theories explaining the sources of

the relationships they measure, their work--and ours is unfortunately no

exception--inherent1y cannot provide the data necessary to evaluate those

theories. This is true even if theories can be rejected or not rejected

on the basis of their consistency with observed relationships.. This is

because explanation for social phenomena cannot stop at establishing,

however accuratel,y, the "rules of the game." We believe good explanation

must also give an account of the reasons why one set of rules and not
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another prevails. This we can never hope to accomplish by confining our

attention to individual level data.

The second reason we suspect that researchers have not provided good

explanations for the effects they have measured is that their research

questions and resu1ts generally derive from and accord with common sense

expectations about individual differences in life chances. The study of

the effects of family background is rooted in an historical tradition of

research and social policy that accounts for and responds to individual

outcomes in terms of earlier individual and family configurations. The

variables whose effects we assess are often those commonly believed to

account for observed patterns of advantage and disadvantage. Thus, the

lower school achievement of poor children is seen, in part, as a conse-

quence of large and fractioned families. There is an intimate and long-

standing connection between the empirical research social scientists con-

duct about these issues, the everyday language used to account for patterns

of individual difference, and the social policy measures attempted to

remedy the recurrence of "deviant" outcomes.

This is not the appropriate place to develop a detailed view of the

connections between research paradigms and broader social ideology. We

note our concern with the question here only because we believe that it

is important for researchers to remind themselves of the sources of their

own inquiries and the conditions shaping the form of those inquiries.. We
.~...' .... ,.. ",' ...... '.",

have been struck by the extent to which research into the effects of

family background is content to establish magnitudes of relationships

without investigating sources of relationships. Besides the technical

difficulties we outlined above, we believe that this is due to the d~riva-

tive nature of the research. If we are correct that research of this kind
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is s~aped,py a proad tradition that imp~ic~tly assumes individual outcomes
.. . ." .. -. ' '.' .~. . ,

are best understood as the self-explanatory p,rojectio1;ls of indiv~dual
~ , -, ~

origins, then quan~~fying the ~onnections rather than explicating them--or
; " .... , ,.,f,· .... ,I-

even ignoring them in favo~, oLother kinds of q~estions--is an explicable

activity of social scientist~. We are disappointed that we ?an merely

raise this.issu:e ~ithout offering an e~ample of how to proceed differently.
. " i "

:r'he.'form, in which our: ,data e~ist permit us to do lit,t1e but replicate and

extend earlier ~nquir;i-es'.J We cannot here, howeve:r, redefine the, terms of.. .' '.

inquiry •..' ., , :

. While- we .know"that men from different families differ in their life
""" . ,~;., - ~ -". "" :'.~.' \:': -~. • I ';

chanc,es, we also k.now"th?t ¥len from tll,e sa~~ family are quite likely to

occupy very different pqsitipns,in the occupational and earnings hierarchies.
'< • " " : \..

Indeech, our data ,sugge;t ,that. the average difference between the occupa-

tiona;), ,statuses of two p:rothers is 83% as large as the average difference

between the occupational s,tatuses of two randomly chosen men. They

suggest that the average difference between the earnings ,of two brothers

is 87% as large as the average difference betw,een the earnings of two

2
randomly chosen,men.

Qne.reason brothers differ in economic success is that they often dif-

fer on measurable characteristics that affect success. While sih1ing
. ~';

resemblance on early characteristics such as ap,titude test scores and edu-

cationa1 attainment. is greater than sibling resemblance on later outcomes,

it is by no means perfect. In the Kalamazoo sample, brothers differ by

almost 12 points, or over three-quarters of a standard deviation, on apti-

tude tested in sixth grade, and they differ by 1.78 years on eventual

educational attainment. But these differences, and remaining differences
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in occupational status and ear~ings not attributable to earlier measured

differences, are not readily explained.

While a traditional explanation for otherwise unexplained individual

differences is avai1ab1e--i.e., genetics--our data are in no way suited

to explore its influence. Moreover, we are skeptical of the assumptions

necessary to estimate models of genetic influence on individual outcomes.

The sensitivity of the conclusions suggested by such models to the requi

site assumptions disturbs us further. 3

A potential source of systematic difference between brothers is

birth order. Since our reading of several reviews of the literature had

convinced us that birth order effects were weak and inconsistent, we did

not approach our task of assessing its effects with great optimism. More

over, we were unsympathetic to the apparently ad hoc or post hoc approach

to explaining anomalous results. 4 While we were not prepared to reject

the importance of birth order out af hand, we imagined that its import

might vary from family to family in ways that would tend to cancel out the

measurement of its effects. The possibility of what amounts to a family.

by birth order interaction vitiates any wholesale rejection of the import~

ance of birth order on the basis of negative results.

Despite our reservations, and despite a sample in which the effects of

age-spacing cannot be adequately explored and the effects of sex composi

tion cannot be explored at all, we felt that our data warranted analysis

.along these lines. The possibility that birth order contributed.to unex~

plained intrafamily differences could not be ignored, and previous analyses

of these data had not been sufficiently extensive (Olneck 1976). Despite

its limitations, by virtue of being a sibling sample our data is useful
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in rel!ledy~:rg a defect,pf most ~arlier work on birth order. Few studies

adequately control aspects of family backgr9?nd that can bias the measure

of pirth 0Fder effects.
5

The most serious variable to omit is no doubt

family qize. Sibling d~ta is obviously not required to control for family

size. Other~ unmeasured aspects of famil~ background might remain, however,

that affect the measurement of birth order effe,cts. While .most COncern with

the bias issue relates,to overestimation of effects, we wan~ed to test the

possibility that birth order effects could p~ larger within families than

1 t d o 'do °d 1 6across unre a e, ~n ~v~ua s.

Our-work h~S conv~nced us th~t our initial reseryations were sound,

,and that we can echo Schooler's (1972) conclusion "Birth Order Effec,ts:

Not Here, Not Now!" with "Not Here, At Any Rate."

The remainder of this paper is devoted to describing our sample,

discussing the measurement and specification of our yariables, and report-

ing the results of our analyses of the effects of birth order, and of

family size.

2. THE KALAMAZOO 'BROTHERS SAMPLE

During the summer of 1973, Olneck selected a 'sample of males £r6m

the records of sixth grade aptitude scores on tests taken by students

in the Kalamazoo, Michigan, public schools in the years 1928 to 1950. He

then used school census and enrollment records to determine siblingships.

This procedure resulted in a potential sample of 2782 individuals from

1224 sets of brothers.

Olneck traced 1612 of the original 2782 individuals in the sample.

Of these, 1243 completed a follow-up telephone interview during the period
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September 1973 to May 1974; 152 were dead, 52 were never directly con

tacted, and 165 refused to be interviewed.*

Olneck (1976; forthcoming) analyzed data for 692 individual respon-

dents or 346 pairs of brothers for whom test scores, background data, and

self-reported data on educational attainment, occupational status, and

earnings were available. Differences between the means, standard devia-

tions, and correlations for the 1243 men interviewed and the 692 men com-

prising his complete pair sample were negligible. The present analyses draw

on a subsample of the complete pairs, and on the sample of 1243 inter-

viewees.

Olneck (1976; 1977) made some attempt to assess the influence of

nonresponse on his sample characteristics. He concluded that interviewees

were only somewhat more likely to have high test scores than nonrespon-

dents, and that sibling resemblance was not significantly exaggerated in

the complete pair sample. The lack of substantial distortion in the com-

p1ete pair sample, despite an extraordinarily high nonresponse rate

(1- 692/2782 = 75.1%1), may be attributed to the failure to find

successful men who left Kalamazoo counterbalancing the usual lower re-

sponse rate of less successful men.

While the sample we analyze may be quite representative of the

original target population, it is discrepant from nationally representa-

tive data in some important respects; levels of parental status and respon-

*We are grateful to Dr. William Coates and Dr. David Bartz of the
Kalamazoo Public School System for permittingOlneck to use the Kalamazoo
school records, and to Dr. Stanley Robin, Director of the Center for
Sociological Research at Western Michigan University, for extending the
courtesies of the Center to Olneck during the interviewing phase of the
study .

. - --~---,-"-_._------ - -------------- --~------ -----
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dents' attainments are higher in the Kalamazoo data than in data for men

of comparable age (i.e., 35 to 59) in the 1973 Occupational Changes in a

7Generation (OCG) replication data. This is due to the specific character-

istics of Kalamazoo and to a likely modest success bias in the sample.

The impact of fathers' education and occupational status on respondents'

current occupational status and earnings is less in the Kalamazoo data

than in OCG-II, but the correlations among measures of respondents'

education, occupation, and earnings are comparable in the two data sets.

What is most reassuring, given our interest in birth order effects, is

that none of the correlations involving family size differ significantly

between the two data sets.

The principal virtues of the Kalamazoo Brothers Sample are (1) it

is the only American data set that has both measures of early ability and

socioeconomic background for a reasonably large number of men who are

middle-aged; and (2) it allows us to control and assess the importance

of family background more adequately than if we had to rely solely on

traditional socioeconomic measures.

The principal deficiencies of the data for our present analyses are

the following. (1) Sample attrition is severe once we impose certain

restrictions, and analyze only 274 pairs of brothers (548 individuals)

in our sibling analyses. Fortunately, the individual level effects of

birth order in this subsamp1e are rarely significantly different from the

effects in a larger subsamp1e of 979 similarly restricted interviewees.

The differences that do exist indicate stronger birth order effects in

our complete pair subsamp1e, so we are not likely to err on the side of

underestimation. (2) We do not know the sex composition of the respon-
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dents' families of origin. (3) We can only assess the importance of age

spacing for pairs of adjacent brothers since we do not know the ages of

siblings who are not in our sample. (4) The sample does not include only

children. Wright (1976) reports that for education, which was the only

variable for which she found any significant birth order effects in the

1962 OCG-I data, the mean of only children is virtually identical to the

mean for individuals from two-child families. This suggests that our·

estimates for the effects of first-born status will not be distorted by

having only men from families with two or more children. Zajonc (1976)

reports, however, an only-child decrement on test scores in several data

sets. This should temper our confidence that the omission of only child

ren is trivial.

3. VARIABLES

In all our analyses of birth order effects, we have ignored the

effects of measured parental status. Instead, we have controlled family

background by eliminating all between-family differences and looking at

the effects of birth order differences within families. We did this by

defining sibling difference variables on all our measures of interest.

We did, however, control total number of siblings, and age in our indivi

dual level analyses.

Our measure of tested ability comes from tests administered to

Kalamazoo sixth graders during the period 1928 to 1950. From 1928 to

1943, the Kalamazoo school system administered the Terman group test;

after 1943, students were given the Otis test (see Buros 1975). The
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two tests measure similar skills, and in our data correlate almost iden

tically with the overall quotient from the Metropolitan Achievement test,

which was available for some respondents. Other correlations involving

the two tests ar~ also quite similar. Nor is there evidence in the lit

erature that the variances or reliabilities of the two tests differ sig

nificantly (Flemming 1925; Cattell 1930; Ratcliff 1934; Buros 1965).

The Otis test, however, has historically been scaled to a lower

mean than the Terman (Ratcliff 1934). In the original Kalamozoo sample,

individuals who had taken the Terman test (N = 2075) scored 4 points

higher than students who had taken the Otis (N = 707). Because the

difference in average scores was expected, and because the tests were

otherwise comparable, Olneck (1976) did not separate men who had taken

different tests. Rather, after taking into account the effects of secu

lar changes in parental education, father's occupation, and family size,

he adjusted the scores of men who had taken the Otis test (see Olneck

1976; 1977).

Our measures of attainment include years of schooling completed,

Duncan occupational scores for the respondent's first full-time job

after completing all of his schooling and for his current job, and the

natural logarithm of 1973 expected earnings. Men who reported expected

earnings of $25,000 and over were originally coded $34,000. Moreover,

few respondents reported earnings below $8,000. These restrictions, and

the fact that the income data were originally recorded in grouped inter

vals, account for the rather low standard deviation of In earnings (see

Table 1).
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We specified birth order in three distinct ways for our regression

analyses. First, we employed a simple linear variable. Second, we

employed seven dummy variables representing the effects of birth orders

2 through 8. (We did not analyze men from families larger than eight in

our sibling analyses.) These dununies are.!!2! ordinary dummies, which are

coded 0,1 to represent exclusive membership in a category, and which

measure the adjusted difference between each category for which a dummy

is specified and an omitted category. Rather, our dummies measure and

test the significance of differences between adjacent birth orders. This

is accomplished by assigning the value of 1 to all dununies that represent

the birth orders equal to and lower than the respondent's own position.

Thus, a respondent who was sixth on birth order would be assigned a 1 on

dummies 2 through 6, and a 0 on dummies 7 and 8. A respondent who was

second in order would receive a ~ only for dummy 2. First-boms are the

onunitted category. The average difference between a particular birth

order and first-borns may be calculated by summing the coefficients of

dummy 2 through the dummy representing the particular birth order.

Finally, we created dummies that represent first-borns and last~

borns. When employed separately, these measure the difference between

those represented by the dummy and all others. When used together, they

represent the differences of first-borns and last-borns from middle

boms. In an effort to distinguish the effects of being last-born from

the effects of later birth order, we also employed our last-born dummy

in analyses that used our nonlinear dummies. The variable was never

significant in those analyses, and the results are neither reported nor

discussed below.
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Selected Variables

for Sub~amp1e of Ka1ama~oo Brothers Sample

(N = 548 or 274 weighted pairs)

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

AGE 45.971 6.040

TEST 102.527 15.495

ED 13.539 2.727

SIBS 2.989 1.586

YNGOC 41.811 24.500

DUNC 51.873 22.926

LNEARN 9.641 .458

BRTHORD 2.544 1.417

BRTHORD2 .743 .437

BRTHORD3 .432 .496

BRTHORD4 .211 .409

BRTHORD5 .093 .291

BRTHORD6 .040 .196

BRTHORD7 .019 .137

BRTHORD8 .006 .074

FIRST .257 .437

LAST .287 .453
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Table 1 gives the means and standard deviations for the variables

used in our analyses of a subs'ample of complete pairs of brothers who

reported having the same number of siblings, and who reported no more

than seven siblings. We eliminated men from larger families because the

Ns were too small to allow fruitful within-pair analyses •. We did not

group men from later birth orders because that would eliminate within-

family variability. (We did, however, include men from larger families

in our two-way breakdowns of outcomes by birth order by family size for

the full sample of interviewees. See Tables 2, 7, 10, 13, and 16 in text.)

Our discussion of our results and analyses is organized around

separate outcomes.

4. RESULTS

Test Scores

We first looked at test scores for 1216 men for whom we had both. . .

a test score and a report of family size. Table 2 shows the mean scores

for men from different family size-birth order combinations, and by birth

order and family size alone. While inspection of mean scores by birth

order alone suggests a trend (nonuniform) toward lower scores at later

birth orders, inspection of scores within family sizes shows consider-

able inconsistency. No interpretable pattern obtains.

Had we expected first-borns to show a marked advantage, we might

have been tempted to explain the rather low scores for first-borns from

families of six or more as the result of higher attrition due. to the

deaths of older:men, and as the result of. the omission of females. If
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families with clever. first-born girls have a preference for males, 1ater

born males from such f~mi1ies might show an advantage over first-born

males from equ~lly l~rge families. First-born males would tend to come

from families with lower average scores. But since we did not expect

any such advantage, and since the Ns involved are small, we do not

believe such explanations necessarily apply to our data. Others working

with single-sex, age-variable samples should probably consider such pos

sibi1ities.

In Tables 3 and 4, we report individual-level and within-family

regression r~§~tts for 548 individuals or 274 pairs who had complete

data on the variables of interest, came from families of eight or less,

and who reported the same number of.sib1ings. Equation (1) in Table 3

shows that a unit increment in birth order is associated with a 2.2

point decrement in test scores. Controlling number of siblings and age

reduces this effect by 1 point, but it remains significant. This suggests

that while our tabular analyses (Table 2) evidence fluctuation, there is

nevertheless a general though small impact of increasing birth order

that persists within family sizes.

When we turn, however, from individual-level analysis and ask about

the effects of birth order within families, our results are different.

Equation (1) in Table 4 shows that earlier birth order .within a family is

associated with only a 0.4 point test score advantage, and the effect is

statistically insignificant. Controlling age d1ffe~en,ces raise.~ the

effect to 2.2 points, the sample zero-order effec~, but it is statistic

ally insignificant.
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While birth order may, on the average, exercise trivial effects,

it is of course true that the effect of birth order may be systematically

nonlinear. However appealing, our data only weakly support this possi

bility. Equation (3) in Table 3 shows that test scores fall from birth

orders 2 through 5, rise in birth orders 6 and 7, and fall again among

eighth-borns. The magnitudes of declines within birth orders 2 through

5 fluctuate substantially. Only the differences between third- and

second-borns and fifth- and fourth-borns are statistically significant,

and only the difference between fifth- and fourth-borns remains significant

after controlling for age and number of siblings (Table 3, equation (4»).

Within families, once age differences between brothers are controlled,

birth order shows a somewhat more consistent, though always insignificant,

relationship to test scores. Every birth order except the sixth shows a

decline in scores relative to the preceding position (Table 4, equation (4».

Men who are sixth-born score almost 5.5 points more than their fifth-born

brothers, controlling for age differences. If the anomalous result for

sixth-borns is ignored, there is some suggestion that the effects of

birth order are more pronounced among later positions. We are, however,

hesitant to offer any theories about the cognitive strengths of sixth-borns

relative to fifth-borns, or the marked disadvantage of eighth-borns rela

tive to seventh-borns, and view our results on the nonlinear effects of

birth order as, at best, suggestive.

First-borns scored 3.7 points higher than all others (Table 3,

equation (5». This advantage is largely due to first-borns coming from

smaller families. Controlling number of siblings and age reduces the

advantage to reduce the first-born effect to insignificance. First-
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Table 3
Individual Level Regressions of Test Score

(N .. 548)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

BRTHORD -2.173 -1.178
(.458) (.571)

BRT.'"iOED2 [-.510] [-. 9441
(1.728) (1. 704)

BRTIlORD3 -3.765 [-2.693]
(1.802) , (1.804)

BR'IF.C'RD4 [-.819] [.662] ,
(2.335) (2.298) ....

"
BRTI~ORD5 -3.5U -6.833

(3.390) (3.320)

BRTdORD5 [4.655] [6.409)
(5.289) (5.165)

'BRTd0RD7 [4.429] [5.263]
(7.123) (6.924)

BR'IEORD8 [-10.067] [-8.606]
(10.367) (10~069)

.FIRST 3.709 [2.135] 4.938 [1.212]
(1.507) (1.565) (1.619) \1.769)

LAST [1.413] [-2.396] 3.189 [-1.862]
(1.463) (1.474). (1.564) (1.668)

SIBS -3.948 [-2.966] '-4.0SS -4.901 -4.572
(1. 671) (1. 819) (1.682) , (1.67Q) (1. 769)
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SIBSSQ [ ~292] [.• 1'52~] ;I..;;243J 1.31'4] [.'2B'~1
(,22'4) ~f.'Z4c&'~ i(,.2Z@ (.22."6') '( ;2'29)
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Table 4

Regressions of Test Score Controlling Brothers' Common Family Background
(N '"' 274 pairs)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

BRTi:CRD [-.4081 [-.2101
(.593) (1.279).

BRTEORD2 [ .253] [-1. 457J
(1.453) (1.834)

[-.880] [-2.683]
....

EP.THORD3 \0

(1.696) (2.065)

BRT'rIORD4 [-.780] [-2.532]
(2.242) (2.515)

BRTEOF.D5 . [-2.867] [-4.394J
·(3.412) (3.54&)

BRTHORD6 (7.202] . [5.475]
(5.376) (5 ..481)

BRTl:lOP..D7 [-1.226] [-3.906]
(7.425) (7.613)

E·RTHORDB [-5.925] [-7.067]
(9.607) (9.613)

FIRST [.171] [.385] [.269] [-.026]
(1.352) (1. 635) (1.594) (1.823)

LAST [.041] [-.125] [.I77J [.380J
(1..292) (1.767) (1.523) (1.688)

AGE· [-.6301 [-.611] . [-.052] [-.035] [-.054]
(.397) (.401) (.223) (.252) (.267)
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Table 4-Continued.

(1) (2) (3) (4) {5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

-2 .46c. .471 .462 .465 .467 .465 .467 .465 .465 .463R

Standarc Deviation
of Residuala* 11.302 11.270 11.361 11.329 11.311 11.331 11.312 11.332 11.332 11.352

j\,)
,0

~o~e: Standard error of regression .coeffici~nt show"n in parentheses.
nr~cE.eted coefficients less than 1.96 tiEeS their standard errors.

$: Ea.uivalentto standard deviaticnof residuals for individuals controlling family background dummy variables.
Calculated by m~ltiplying the ovserved standard deviation of residuals for sibling differences by 0.5 to
yield a ..."ithin-pair standard devia.tion. and div1.ding by 1.414 to correc't for degrees of freedom.
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borns have only an insignificant and negligible 0.2 point· advantage over

their own brothers (Table 4, equatIon (5».

Last-borns have scores that are slightly and insignificantly higher·

than those of others (Table 3, equation (7» because they are more likely

to comefTom smaller families. Controlling age and number of siblings

reverses the apparent advantage of last-borns, although the resulting·

disadvantage is small and insignificant (Table 3, equation (8». The

scores of last-borns are virtually equal to the scores of their own

. brothers (Table 4, equation (7).

Compared to the scores of middle-borns, the scores of first- and

last-borns are significantly higher (Table 3, equation (9», but this is

because both first- and last-borns are more likely to ·come from smaller

families. Once number of siblings and age are controlled, the differ-

ences between the scores offirst-, last- and middle-borns are insigni

ficant (Table 3, equation (10», and first- and last-borns are insignifi-

cantlydifferent from their middle-born brothers (Table 4, equation (9».

There are a number of reasons why our data might indicate the

absence of significant birth order effects on test scores even if such

effects were present in the general.population. The omission of females

could bias our results if there are birth order by sex interactions, or

if the effects of birth order for males depend upon the sex composition

of the sibling group •. If the first is true, we would simply caution that

our results should not be generalized to females. We would also speculate

that any birth order-sex composition interaction favoring early-born

males would be .insignificant if sex were controlled. We have no evidence

on these possibilities, and offer them merely as suggestions for other

researchers working with richer data bases.

. ,

i



':Another po§sibflitly is' that 'b:Lrt'hol'tlef effects are sl~:Lft6afit:
" • . I,

only among same Eiex s1blings~'tf birth order itt €lursample .wasdefified

aspdsitt~on t1'1 .the E3equen()e of ..males ~Sign:Lfica.ht eff~~ts ~giie:'be t6Ufid Ii

8

since men of.· diffe:t1tig birth Qrdefs tan. b.aldthe s~1iie pes1tdJ:l1i wtth~nthe
-, .

sequEhice of males, sUch ef·'fects w6Uld. be obscured irl61.if anaJ.yses. While
, . .. .

th:Ldposs:Lb:UL:l.ty has some appeal fat eXplaining .later a~,taill'bie~ts s~c1i

as ,'edti6lt.,Lon or occupational stifus, we ;.c.anndt'·'see-:tts' theor~ticB;l 'app;L'l~'

cabti1t~ for sixth grade test scores.

Fitnajj"YiI Zaj6nc (19'76) has argued .that birth order. effect& depend

. ''oil" • Up6fi "i~l!!"'i!ipili1tlla ~ajbnG '-8 argument dettves froiD. a modeltbat.,poslts

reci~r~eal ~ffect~6ffam!lymembe'tsf menfal l~veli1Qn {jile anpeh~r' s

tnenta,l ~ro~fj:li Siiice· we W'ere skept:Lcal. of a model tha:t weight:s~8.ch

tandi}" member ~qua;i1y, we did not expect our analysiS of iigeli:spactiif!; t6

alter oti~ earlier findings. Contrary to Zajonc's findings, we did not

find that the average. test score fot pairs of adjacent siblings rose as

age-s~acirig rose. (Table 5). Nor did we find that the average difference

betWeen theseor~~ of elaer and adjacent yoUnger brotners varied syste~

atieaily by age....spacing (Tabie6). Irt individual-level fegres,s1:ons fot

inert f1f6mpaits 6£ adjacent brothers, the coefficient. for absolUte age

difference was negligible and insignificant (not shown)~ not waS a multi~

p1:lca.tfLve b:Lfth order hyabsoltite age difference intetactions:lgn:L:f±aafit

. ambngsuch individuals. Within pairs of adjacent brothers, a birt~

~·r· ,
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Table 5

Average Test Score by Spacing for Pairs of

Adjacent Brothers

Years Apart Test Score N of Pairs

1 102.9 33

2 104.3 75

3 101.3 50

40r more 103.1 89

Total 103.1 248

2 .0060Eta •



Tabie 6

Avefag~ Test Score Difference Betw~efi Elder and YoUnger

12;;.;

• '", ." 0' .:I'.~:.".• ,'='~.:.'''' .•. ,,~ .. ':''.,... "'•
:... ~

~2.88

'''6.45

.. "' .....
::02·1$.l/ ',> .':,. ~'.:,,~.

.... ..... .-3. 53:~"

',', ;'''1' ill"-. '.~~

I· "'~.......,",. ~ •. .... "!.'

".' '" ,.'~, " .~ ":,_.-,,. "I •. '; • .,. -...,~. • ........ ', ·,-;1 ,.~' "

6
'...\ '1

2:': '<'

}.3

",.:, 4

Total

Eta2
1:1 .0619

-7'~ 18., "R',,· .~

..b.il

~' Of

'" 248
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Education•

Educational attainment is substantially correlated with test .cores.

(In our siblingsubsample analyzed here, rED TEST • 0.543.) Therefore,
. ,

we might expect our results for education to be quite s1m1lar to those

for test scores. On the other hand, we know that family background .

exercises a substantial effect on educational attainment that is not

mediated by test scores (Olneck, 1976). From this we might reason that

differences in educational attainment within families might not be

explained solely by differences on test scores, and that within-family

processes unrelated to test scores need to be taken into account. Indeed,

the correlation between sibling differences on education and on test

scores is only 0.349 in our present subsample. We therefore suspected

that the pattern of birth order effects on education might well differ

from the pattern of effects on test scores, particularly since education

may depend on parental finances and preferences in ways that intellectual

development might not. Whatever the theoretical possibilities, however,

we are struck by the similarity between our findings for education and

test scores. The signs of some variables do differ, but the principal

finding is replicated: no substantial or significant effects of birth

order.

Table 7 shows that while there is a general tendency for attainment

to fall with birth order, the pattern within family sizes is inconsistent.

Because educational attainment rose over time, we would expect the educa-

tional disadvantage of later-borns in a given family size to be minimized

because of their younger age. In our regression analyses, we take into

account age as well as family size.
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Among individuals in our subsample of brothers, an increae,¢.; .in
" ,',1'>',-o1't':;. ,",~

{fl '. "t:~;f

birth order is associated with a third-of-a-year decline in eaucational
; > .~: j'; t .~ :~~ ~. f ~. ':~ .' '." >.k"j·". ",.;' J:. :, -~".-..._~,,~~ ,1.

a~t~ip'w~ntL But,coll·t.f,~~+iils~ ,age,and familY::'l!l~ze ~educ~s th~,; ~oefficient

9! b+r~h ord~r ~o an '-inSig':':~Ficant: -,0.10;2 'e;;: Controllin& ;test, scor,eEL ~s
; i .,"'~

,. 1', 'I _ .•.. , '.:, -.' :

well r~du~es.,.flte coefticie~t (~p v~rtually zero! (Table 8 ,. eqJ1~tiOl;lI:~..;. (1-3» •
.~ :" ",' .

Within famil~es, the linearrelationsh1pbetween birth order,and
"\0" • ':, ;. I, "l ~. • .1. ',',

ed~cat:t.onis'·also ~:1rtually zero. " Controlling brothers' age .differences
I • • • r, " ...\ . ~ . , ., '; ~.

,:rais~.~-~;.the e'ffect to~,about' a thir4-of-~~yea~~ but ,th.e cC?efficient ,is
, ' ' . ,

insi8nifi~a~t'~' It is~.~d~9~d to an, insignificant ~O .185 when sibling

tes~ 8c~r~;'~ifferences are controlled (Table.9, equations. (1-3» • These

J;'esults suggest that the average effects of birth. order o~ educational

attainment are negligible, and largely tnedi~ted by cognitive skills.

None of our nonlinear terms is significant in either our individual

~r within~pair equations (Table 8, equations (4-6); Table 9, equations
. .

(4-6»-. , With age difference.s between brothers controlled, the. signs of

all but one of the nonlinear coefficients are negative as expected, but

the ~gnitudes of the coefficients fluctuate inconsistently. We cannot

identify any interpretable pattern of the effects of specific birth

orders on education within families •
. ,

First-borns in our sample have an average of two-thirds. ot a year

more schooling than others. But controlling number of siblings and a.ge

reduces this et"fect to ~~'insigD.ificant advan't,age of 0.4 years (Table 8,

equ,ations (I)" (2». Controlling age differences ,first,...borns"shave onlyi ,.~. ,:;

an insignificant and negligible 0.04 year educational adva.ntage over

their 9wrt brothers (Table.9, equation (8».
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Table 7

Avorage Education by Birth Order and Family Size
",

- . ..
Family
Size 1· 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or teol'e* To·ta1

2 13.83 13.95 13.89
(83) (88) (171) ,

3 13.66 13.57 13.87 13.69
(94) (115) (99) (308)

4 13.54 13.31 13.91 13.35 13.54
(54) (58) (69) (63) (2~4)

5 12.57 12.35 12.18 12.85 12.77 12.50
(21) (31) (40) (27) (26) (145)

6 11.10 12.19 11.95 12.23 12.19 11.50 11.98
(10) (21) (22) (26) (26) (14) (119)

7 11.00 10.90 11.90 11.92 11.75 12.71 12.20 11.82
(5) (10) (10) (12) (12) (7) (15) (71)

8 or more* 11.8 8.31 11.36 11.41 10.57 12.35 10.95 11.37 11.l13
(10) (13) (14) (17) (23) '. (17) (21) (46) (161)

Total 13.40 13.31 13.23 12.71 11.87 12.11 11.47 11.37 12.97
(277) (336) (254) (145) (87) . (38) (36) (46) (1219)-

*Run ullBrouped.

'. (N)
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Table 8--Cont1uued•

.....-- ..
"

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

DR

2

3

4

5

6

7

8,

FIRST [."26] [ .246] .950 [ .366] [.264)
(.272) (.239) (.284) (.308) (.270)

LAST [ .410) [-.283] [-.080) .752 [-.122] [ .036)
,(.257) (.257) (.225) (.274) (.291) (.255)

SIBS [- ./101] [-.059 ] -.535 [-.119) [-.435] [-.049]
(.293) (.257) (.252) (.258) (.304) (.268)

SIBSSQ [-.004] [-.024] .007 [-.020] [-.001] [-.025)
(.039) (.034) (.039) (.035) (.040) (.035)

AGE -.095 -.057 -.093 -.054 -.096 -.056
(.019) (.017) (.019) (.017) ( .019) (.017)

TEST .084 .085 .085
(.007) (.007) (.007)

C 19.033 7.871 13./12.1 19.404 7.937 13.080 19.201 7.816
--2 .119 .325 .003 .117 .324 .201 .117 .324R

St. D
of RI:~s. 2.560 2.240 2.723 2.563 2.2/12 2.698 2.562 2.242

Note: Standllrd en-or of rcgrr~ssion ('oeff:tc:1~mts sho~m :In parentheses.
BrllCkl\ted c.oC?ffic:l.Cllts J e.S8 than 1. 96 Urnes their standard errors.



Table 9
Regress i.Qlla of Education Controlling Br.others' COiluilon Fatiliiy Background

(N .. 214 pairs)

...--:e_-_...__..- ....

::' :

(2)' (3)
·L (4) (5) (6) .. ('7)(1)

4 ", ,
.' :'. -c"' . -,..•~

I
, ' '-'; 'i ",',\. ',.

BRTHoRD [.020] [.... 313] [-.185] . ,
( .100) (.216) (.204)

BRTl101ID2 [ .113] [.... 224] [.... 141]
(.245) (.308) ( .291)

BRTHORD3 [.049 ] [.... 307] [.... 15S]
(.286) (.341) (.328)

BRiJ.1iOtm4 [.... 391] [-.137] [.... 593]
(.317) (.423) (.399) .~

BRTHORD5 [.i8i] [-.121] [i 13d]
(.515) (.596) (.564)

,BRTHOiUJ6 [1.432] [1. Mi] [0180], (.90S) (d~21) " (.8,70)

BRTlIORb7 [-1.203] r... i.132] [-1. 51b]
(loZoO) (1.280) (1.207)

BRTHOR1J8 [-.599] [.... 825 ] [-.423]
(1. 618) (1.616) (1.525)

FIRST [-oMS)
(.228)

LAST

AGE [.... 116] [-.080] [-.i2il [-,086]
(.067) (.063) (.067) (.064)

TEST .058 .057
(.010) (.010)

-2 .511 .515 .510 .508 .615 .566 ,S1iR

Standard
Deviation Of
Residuals* 1.907 1.900 1. 788 1.913 l.69j';P,7 L7~;6 1.907 '~t{~~

* See Table 4.
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Table 9--Continued.

. -
(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

DR

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

FIRST [.044] [.022] [-;159] [-.033] [-.055]
(.275) (.258) (.269) (.284) (.266)

LAST [-.036] [-.338] [-.331J [-.116] [-.347] [-.345J
(.218) (2.97) (.278) (.257) (.306) (.287)

AGE [-.034] [-.031] [-.063], [-.061] [-.062] [-.OS8J
(.038) (.035) (.042) (.01+0) (.045) (.042)

TEST .059 .059 .059
( .010) (.010) (.010)

-2
.511 .569 .• 511 .513 .571 .510 .511 .570R

St. D.
of Res. * 1.908 1. 791 L.908 1.903 1. 786 1.910 1.907 1. 789.

------
Note: Standard error of regression coefficients shown in par~ntheseB.

Bracketed coefficients less them 1.96 times theil' stf:mdard errors.

'* See TaLle II.



Last-borns do not differ significantly from tHeir broth~fs~ and

first- arid last-barns do not differ significantly from their middie-.~'" '}'~

botn brothers (Table 9. equations (iO~14)j •
• ,. ',,', •. _'''~~ ..... - '.'1« :'~":.<."" ,", .- e...... _'.. ., . ' .. ~. , ~.

';' I '<We concltlde that· tti.fferenc£es' oettweeuDrothers'1Lrt ediJcat±:ona.l
'. ..' '" If<,

attainment cannot be explained by either direct or indirect effects of
-1 \~

birth order.

we investigated the effects of birth order on the occupational

status of the clObS men held ~hert they first completed their schoolin~

and of their current j6bs~ and ort the natural logarithm of theircuttertt
"

eatn!fi~s. We could identify no appreciable or significant effects

which ~ersisted when family size and age. or family background ~omm6h to

brothers were controlled. Changes in aiteady insignificant coefficients

due to etiteringiritervenirtg variables (e.g., education and test scores)
"

generally sugg~st that even if larger saroples were· to evidence significant.
birth;btder ~ff~cts 9n~a4ult economic attainment, such effects wOuidb~

medi~ted by education and cognitive skills. tables 10 thr6ti~h:18 give

the results of bur analyses.

5. THE EFFECTS OF FAMILY SiZ~

We attributed a large portion of the apparent effects of birth dfder

to the fact tnat men from later birth orders tend to cOme from larger

families. Among men who share sibling position, howev~r, thef~ are pef~

sistertt effects of family size. 9 Men from larger families tend to have

lower test scores, less education, lower occupational statuses, and
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lower earnings than men from smaller families. This is a common finding

in socioeconomic survey data (Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan 1972), and

our findings are no discovery.

Nevertheless, we thought it worthwhile to explore in detail several

questions about the effects of family size that are not usually given

close attention in the sociological literature. We wanted to know if

10having additional siblings exercises uniform or nonuniform effects.

We wanted to test the likelihood that parental IQ or socioeconomic status

accounts for the apparent impact of family size. We wanted to know for

which outcomes the'disadvantages of coming from a larger family persist.

And, finally, we wanted to know iithe backgrounds shared by brothers

from large families were less similar than the backgrounds shared by

brothers from smaller families.

Time did not permit us'to explore the nonuniform effects of increased

family size as fully as we would have liked. We would have preferred to

construct dummy variables representing the effects of each additional

sibling., Instead, we relied on a specification employing linear, and

orthogonal square terms.

2
The positive significant coefficients for the Sibling terms indicate

that, on the average, the negative impact of having additional siblings

diminishes as family size grows (Table 18). For example, we would

,predict that adding a second sibling would reduce a respondent's test

score by 3.7 points, but that adding a fourth sibling would reduce a

respondent's test score by only 2.8 points. Similarly, we would predict

that adding a second sibling would reduce a respondent's educational

attainment by 0.65 years, but that adding a fourth sibling would redu'ce

11
educational attainment by only 0.52 years.

---------------
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.1'ab1e 11
Individual Level Regrcss1.ons of Earl)' Occupational Status

(N '" 548) .

.-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

'. BRTHORD -2.765 [-.812] [-.069)
(.730) (.915) (.845)

BR'IllORD2 [-3.141) [-3.380] [-.923-]
(2.762) (2.733) (;1.931)

DR'mORD3 [-1.859) [-.570] [.002]
(2.881) (2.894) (2.046)

BR'IlIORD4 [-3. g8ll .'[-1.357] [-.193]
(3.732) (3.685) (2.601)

BRTHORD5 [-4.314] [-.678] [1.896]
(5.421) (5.325) (3.772)

BRTUORD6 [-8.015] [-3.7301 [-8.476]
(8.456) (8.284) (S.853.)

DRTllOlID7 [11.510] [14.556] [8.534]
(11.389) (11.106) (7.839)

BRTllORD8 [4.533] [8.982]
(16.576) (16.151)

FIRST 5.996-
(2.382)

LAST

SInS [-3,179] [-.687] [-1.411] [.584]
(2.674) (2.492) (2.918) (2.063)

SIBSSQ [-.022] [-.207] [-.283] [-.168]
(.359). (.331) (.398) (.281)

AGE -.S95 [-.300] -.635 [.014]
(.I71) (.160) (.173) (.126)

TEST [.606] .109
(.05S) (.056)

ED 6.195 6.179
(.317) (.318)

C 48.81f6 80.%8 ·-52.939 46.'2.67 81.380 -52.865 40.272

il2 .024 .080 .542 .019 .078 .5H .0lD

Standard
Deviation 21f.207 23.502 J.6.580 24.272 23.520 16.590 24.382
of Residuals
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Table 11--Continued.

1',', .

)3R ~ l'

2

4

s

6

7

8

(8)

','

(9)

• ,. ,I

(10)

,1
'I," ' •.

f'

~ '., ,~ .

(11) (12) (13) (14)

~. ~

I.. t.

I ~ ,', } _•

,\ >

(15)

FIRST

I ,~

,
[3.780] [.9i8]
(2.49.'» (l-.7.~7).

. ',1

~,- f 1

8.134
(2.557)

[3.261] [.810]
(2.825) (1. 998)

LAST [2.622] [M2.4831 [-.4791 5.548 [-1.046] [-.098]
(2.312) (2.356) (1.666) (2.471) (2.66'4)' (1.884)

C 78~805 -5~.840

-2R .542 .542

[~3.989] [-.163]
(2.679) (1.905)

[ •007]. [-. 069]
(.363.) . (.255). ,

... 630
(.173)

SIBS

SIBSSQ

AGE

'rEST

ED

[-2.813] [.097]
(2.683) (1.905).

[..;:.088] [-.090]
'( .360) (.255)

-.621. '[.013]
(.171) ('.124)

[ .105)
(.055)

6.188
(.318)

ltl.060

.001

"".603
(.171)

[. 020]
(.124)

[ .105]
<.• 055)

6.194
(.317)

-52.336

.542

38.134

.011

[-.3 •104] [ •069 ]
(2.785)< t (1. 980)

[-.063] [-.087]
(.366) (.259)

[ .bI2]
(.126)

[ .lOS]
(.055)

6.188
<.318)

80.248 ...52.690

.081 .541

St. D.
(If Ren. 1.6.576 16.576 16.579 24.292 ~3.488 16.591
--_._._.--~-._.-_._------
Note: Stanc1aru enOi" ('If rcgn'sdon coefficients sho\om in parentheses.

nUH:b.:tecl cc,~rfic:l.cnt3 less than 1.96 t:iillC6 thci.r standard errors.
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Table 12
Regr.ession of Early Occupational Status Controlling Brothers'

Conunon Family Backg..'ound
(N .. 274 pairs)

'/

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

BRTUORD [- .181] [-1.903] [ .064]
(1.016) (2.198) (1.776)

BRnJORD2 [-.054) (-1.657] [-.288]
(2.496) (3.150) (2.525)

BRTHORD3 [-1.115) (-2.80S] [-.823]
(2.913) (3.558) (2.849)

BRTJiORD4 [-1.043] [-2.68S] (1. 931]
(3.851) (4.333} (3.478)

BRTHORD5 [ "565] [-.867] (.027 ]
(5.861)- (6.114) (4.893)

BRTHORD6 [2.993] (1.374] (-5.525]
(9.234) (9.444) (7.561)

BRTHORD7 [8.099] [5.587] [16.367]
(12.753) (13.117) (10.502)

BRTHORD8 [7.300] [6.230] [11.546]
(16.501) (16.562) (13.231)

FIRST [ .517]
(2.314)

LAST

AGE [-.603] [-.124] [-.572] [ .190]
(.682) (.551) (.691) (.556)

TEST [ .03/.] [ .035]
(.089) (.090)

ED 6.050 6.144
(.529) (.534)

-2 .376 .375 .598 .366 .365 .596 .376R

Standm:d
Deviat:i.on of
Res~,du<lJs* 19.360 19.368 15.5U 19.514 19.525 15.580 19.35~

-----------------
,

N'ote: Str.mdnrd £~rror of rC~l.'n!3f;iol1 cocfficiento shown in parentheses.
nracket"ed coefficiEmt[; 1E·./:lS than 1.96 ti.mcc their standard errors.

1 * Sec Table I••
I
I
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Table12--Continued.
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Table 14
Indivjdual Level R~gressibns of Current

Occupational Status
(N .. 548)

(l) (2) (3) (4)
, , (5) (6) (7)

~ 1.- ",

BRTIIORD

BRTiWRD2

BRTIiOtmj

BR'filORD4

BRTHOJUi!i

BRTHORD7

BRTIIORri8

FIRST

LAST

...2. 954 ~ ,'[~. 941]
(,QeO) .....(.853)

(1";",

[-.191j,
(.672)

[-L965]
(2.571)

[-3.759]
(2.688]

[-5.318]
(3.482) ,

[-2.617]
~5.056~

,[.956 ]
(7.887)

" . ~. ;~\

[2.235]
(10.623)

t...4.4671
(15.462)

[-1.911] [.156]
(2,551) (2.008)

[-2.273] [-1.378]
(2.701) (2.127)

[-2.618] [...i.921]
(3.440) (2.704)

[.921] [3.403]
(4.971) (3.922)
[4.921] [2.926]
(7.133), (6.095)

t~.063j ,:[-2.324]
(10.367} (8.158)

[-.509] : [.132]
{lS,017) (11.869)

5.912
(2.228)

SIBS

SIB'SSQ

AGE

ED

YNGOC

c

-2
R

Standard Deviation
of Residunls

59.389

.032

22.561

[...4.063]
(2.494)
[ .100]
(.335)

-4.7S9
(.160)

87.281

.086

22.919

(-1. 213]
(1. 966)

[.029 ]
(.263)

t .015]
(.129)

.233
(.058)

2.377
(.429)

.280
(.045)

-12.784

.438

17.189

56.267

.025

22.641

[0:.1.994]
(2.724)

[-.204]
(.371)

-.'si6
( .162)

86.449

.083

21. 956

[-.268]
(2.145)

[-.11oJ
(.292)

t. bO.z]
(.13i)

.233
(.058)

~.359
(.432)

.280
(.045)

-13.2/f8

.434

17.247

50.356

.01:1

22.800

Note: Standard cnor of regrc>8fdbn coefHcieritfl flhov;:'n in parentheses.
Bracketed coefficients 1eElA than 1.96 .ti.mer: their eitandaid errorS.
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Table 14~-Continued.

". (8) (9) (10) (11) (lZ) (13) (11,) (15)

-- --_._--
1,-, BR

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

FIRST [3.106) [.539] 8.186 [2.815) [.752]
(2.329) (1.833). (2.388) (2.637) (2.072)

LAST [2.956) [-1. 826]' [ .102) 5.900 [-.586] [ .431 J
(2.162) (2.199) . (1. 728) (2.307) (2.487) (1. 953)

SIBS [-3.881) [-1.195) [-4.808) [-1.274 [-4.044] [-1.073]
(2.504) (1. 976) (2.500) (1.975) (2.600) (2.053)

SIBSSQ [.041] [.018] [ .116) ['.024 ) [ .055] [.0078]
(.336) (.264) (.337) (.265) (.342) (.269)

AGE -.489 [.015) -.470 [ .026) -.494 [.019i
(.160) (.129) (.160) '. (.129) (.162) (.130) .

TEST .234 .234 .234
(.057) (.058) (.058) .

ED 2.375 2.377 2.374
(.429) (.429) (.430)

YNGOC .279 . .280 .279
(.045) .. (.045) ·(.045)

{.;./ ..
C 84.690 -28.133 51. 026 87.06:1 :-13.710 85. /199 -14.031

-2
•087 .398 .002 .085 • /,38 .085 .437 .R

. St. 1>. 21. 908 17.786 22.907 21. 929 17.i90 21.927 17.201i
of Res.

---- _._._-
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'Table :1.5

Regr.ession of Current Occupati onal StatuS C011ttoliing Brothers'
COI\JlllOll Family J3~lckground

eN == 274 pairs)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

BRTlIoRJ.)

BRTlIORD2

BRTIIORD:3

BRTHORD4

~RTHORD5

BRTIlORD6

BRTHORb'l

BRTIIOIID8

FIRST

[-.042] [-2.202) [-.5~O]
(.988) (2.136) (1.878)

[1.007]
(2.419)

[-1.340]
(2.823)

[-3.068]
(3.732)

[2.636]
(5.680)

[11. (56)
(8.949)

[-3.998)
(12.360)

[1.333]
(is.992)

[-1.222]
(3.058)

(...3.689]
(3.443)

r-5.350]
(4.193)

[.646]
(5.91.1)'
(9,40S]
(9.114)

[-7,491]
(i2.694)

[~,i56]

(16.029)

[,021]
·(2.'6M)

[-1.685)
(3.029)

(...2.461)
(3.899)

[2.165)
(5.200)

[5.358)
(8.044)

[-4.113)
(11. 2B)

[L 861)
(14. (82)

[.... 310]
(2.2.51)

AGE

TES'I

ED

YNGOC

..2
R

[-.116] [~.2111
(.663) (.583)

.240
(.09 /+)

2.292
(.682)

.2l.4
, (.064)

.326 .487 .320

[.... 796)
(.669)

[.... 244)
(.591)

oM1
(.095)

t.2H
(.696)

.246
( dJ(6)

.418 .327

Ste.ndard llavint:l.on 18.831
of Resit.iu&ln:t

18.818 16.428 i8.911 18.896 16 •.%S 18.803

~~ ..__. . ....__~ ._~~...... , ~ ~__.;..........==."""'"'.,r

Note: Standurd error of ri<gression coeffici<:'I1tG f.1ho\·m in' parentheses.
Bracketeu coef:tic:!.e.nts lesl; thnn 10 96 t!:llJies their standard erro1:s.
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Table l5--Cont1nued.

--
'\oJ (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

BR

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

FIRST [.474J [-.021J [-.131] [ .351] [.243J
(2.721) (2.372) (2.654) (2.809) (2.447)

LAST [.391J [-.646] '[1.130] , [ .325] [- .555J [1.193J
(2.151,) (2.94Q) (2.570) (2.536) (3.034) (2.653)

AGE [-.191J [-.058J [-.217] [.051] [-.235] [.038J
(.371) (.323) (.419) (.367) (.444) (.388)

TEST .242 .241 .241
(.094) (.094) ( .094)

ED 2.301 2.311 2.312
(.681) (.681) (.683)

YNGOC .244 .245 ' .245
(.064) (.065) (.065)

-2 .324 .486 .325 .324 .487 .323 .321 .485R

St. D. 18.8.% 16.431 18.830 13.855 16.425 18.865 18.890 J.6.455
of Res.*-

* See ~~/-lble 4.
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Wgglg M
l . '.

Average Natural Log~r:\.,t;:hln ,of ~arJ;lii1gs by Birp~

, Order and ~~mily Sizlj! '.

Birth Order

.1

l"{l~il.y

~i;1:~ 1 3 4 6 7

~ 9.70 Q,69
(6~) ~&g)

!} ~,@ -~, ~9

(a!:1) (1.05)

4 9.(i2 ~.49
(It§) (,59>-

~ 9~~,5 9,MJ.
(:J.9~ (2Q)

(i 9,Vg 9.52
qQ) {gi~

7. 9!g~ 9.,44
(?,) (:1,0)

e 91-' ~,M 9.&6
mq~~:I: ({n- (13)

~gt:?l 9.66 9.62
(243) (30B,)

"

".,.,... ;. '-
t~Ul1 ungro\!p~d.

nn

9.£.9
,1 0,46)

~,7Q 9,69
(~9) (28~)

9,69. 9,6.4 9.62
(63) (6Q) (2:\,9)

9,56 9·42 9.7Q 9.5/1
(~6~ (gg) ,~~) (13~) ,

9~67 9.q~ 9~56 9.53 9.q{l
(20) (Jl,?) (~5) q:n (1:1.4)

9~19 ?,~:~ 9.3~ 9.62 9.4~ 9,39
(9.) '(19) '(10) P) (14) (~5)

9.5.6 9·4\,5 9.,5Q 9.42 9.54 ~,~? ~.5:l

(11.) (16) (~2) ~13) (17) (44) (144)

,.~ .." ' ... , .~ '.'- ..'...... ,. .- ,

9.65 ~.S6 9.5S ~';51 9.,50 9.5? 9. (i]

(228) , (137) q~)" (~3) PI) (44) <:p.O:l)

;.. ' ,~~._ , .'..-N'" ..
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Tllb1e Ii
Individual Level Regress:l.ons of Natural

Logaritlun of Earnin8s
(N .. 548)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
,.q

BRTHORD -.041 [-.013J [-.000]
(.Ol'f) (.018) (.015)

BRTIlORD2 [-.016] [-.014] [ .010]
(.052) (.052) (.046)

BRTlIORD3 [ .005J [ .035] [ .062]
. (.054) (.055) ( .049)

BRTHORD4 [-.132] [- .095] [-.074]
(.070) (.071) (.062) .

BRTHOlID5 [-.007] [.032] [ .055]
(.102) (.102) (.090)

BRTllORD6 [-.222J (-.187] [-.259]
(.159) (.159) (.139)

BRTHORD7 [.200] [.219] [ .147]
(.214) (.213) (.186)

BRTHORD8 [.069] [.093] [ .141]
(.311) (.309) (.271)

FIRST [.058]
(.045)

LAST

SIBS [-.076] [-.025] [-·.075] [-.044]
(.051) (.045) (.056) (.049)

SIBSSQ [.00'. ] [.002 ] [.004 ] [ .005]
(.007) (.006)· (.008) (.007)

AGE [-.006] [. 001] [-.006] [.001]
(.003) (.003) (.003) ( .003)

TEST .003· . .004·
(.001) (.001)

ED .017 .017
(.008) (.009)

OC .007 .007
(.001) (.001)

C 9.7'17 10.137 8.694 9.684 10.111 8.653 9.626

-2 .015 .038 .26l .013 .034 .262 •. 001R

Standard Dev:f.llt1.on .455 .450 .394 .456 .451 .394 .458
of Residuals
-------_._-_.__.-
Note: Stand:lJ:,l (:rr.or of regressi.on· coefficie.nts shown in parentheses.

Bracketed coefficients less than 1.96 times their standard ~rror6•.
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',,, ,'".', r.:..: _j' ••••. _.

(9) (10) (12)

~

7

8

FIRS1! t.02$j t~Oi9~
t~(58) ~ ~O5:l

LAst

AGEl t... Oilj t.:.. dO!:! j
(;008) (.007)

TEST .007
(.002)

ED [. 001]
(.013)

OC .007
( ,Obi)

R2 .227 .359

St. ti~
of Rea.* .403 .367

[; 0:34 j
(.046)

.223

[~.026J
(.0f53)

[".oli]
(.d09)

.403

t.... bi4]
(;057)

[-.oM]
(.008)
.007

(.002)
[.POO]
(.613)

,ob1
( .bdi)
;359

.367

p~ .OO?+)
(. (57)

[i 032]
<.(54)

.404

r.022]
(.060)

[,- i014j
L0(5)

[;:. .O~2J
(a009~

.404

[.oia]
(.055)

[-";oi61
(;(j59j

[~:oiQj
(.M9)
,b07

(.d02)
ti 000)
(;014)

.007
(~d6i)

.3sg

* See Table 4.
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Unfortunately, inspec~ion of Tables 2 and 7 indicate that these

predictions are not accurate for the pool of interviewees from which

the subsamp1e of complete pairs of brothers on which the regression

analyses were conducted was drawn. The drop in test scores between

families of four and five is 5.7 points (Table 2). The decrease in

educational attainment' between families of two and three is 0.20 years,

while the decrease between families of four and five is 1.04 years. We

have not constructed tables analogous to Tables 2 and 7 for our subsamp1e

of brothers, but we suspect that the predictions .from the regression

analyses would still be discrepant if we did. This is because our esti

mate of the diminishing impact of family size probably derives from the

relative equality of outcomes among men from families of five and more,

and not from a consistent nonlinear effect along the entire distribution

of family sizes. Jackson (1977), however, reports more consistent, though

smaller nonlinear effects in the 1962 OCG-I data than are evident in our

data. We put more faith in Jackson's results than in our own, and con

clude only that researchers analyzing the effects of family size should

be careful to take into account non1inearities.

We have no ready way of distinguishing psychological from economic

explanations for the diminishing impact of family size as family size

grows. We would argue, however, that such explanations may to some extent

be superfluous. This is because the differences in family size among

smaller families, may be more strongly related to socioeconomic differences

than are differences in family size among larger families. We have not

yet investigated this possibility directly, but we did find that the

nonlinear sibling term is reduced to insignificance when background measures
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'l'abl;e 19
Regression of Respondents' Characteristics on Number of Siblings

(l\l' ==692)

Dependent
Variable Siblings Sib1irtg2

(Orthogo~a1) Othet Variables Controlled

Test Score 1. -10675
(.'222)

2. -1.671
(.220)

3. -1.162
(.229),

Elducation 1. ... .354
( •.039)

2. - .3~4
(.039)

3. - .203
(.037)

4. - .11a
(. (33)

.225
(.061)

.154
(.06Q)

.032
(.011)

[ .016]
(.010)

[.OOS]
(.009)

.076

.094

.162

.107

.118

.• 3'33

.488

Norte'

None

FOPEh, POPOC~, POPWFlCOL,
NOMAL:E; POPNAT jl MoM:Jjl:o, AGE

POPED, 1'01'00, POFWHCOL,
NOMALE, POPNAT, MoMED, AGE

POpElD, POpOC, P01'WUCOL,
NOMA.LE, ,POPNAT, MOME)), f1El,
SES irtteractions,.POPED ; TEST

Early 10 -2.414
Occupation (.347)

2. -2.414 .267
(.345) (.096)

3. -1.238 [ .141]
(.340) (.089)

4. [.... 045] [-.020]
(.267) (.069)

.066 NOne

.076 None

.242 POPED, POpQC, POPWHCOL, 2
NOMALE; POPNAT; MOMED, POpED" ,
SES'ifit~racti6ns, AGE

.578 As in Equation 3, plus TEST,
EDUC, square and interaction
terlllS •

Current 1. -2.021 .049
Occupation (.341)

2. -2.021 .278 .060
(.338) (.094)

None

None
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Table 19--Continued.

Dependent Sibling2

Variable Siblings (Orthogonal) R2 Other Variables Controlled

'0/

3. -1.199 .199 .125Current POPED, POPOC, POPWHCOL,
Occupation (.356) (.093) NOMALE, POPNAT, MOMED,

POPED2, AG~ SES interactions

4. [- .061] [ .101] .377 As in Equation 3, plus
(.309) (.079) TEST, EDUC

Earnings 1. -467 .024 None
(113)

2. -467 82 .033 None
(113) (32)

3. -292 66 .090 POPED, POPOC, POPWHCOL,
(119) (31) NOMALE, POPNAT, MOMED, AGE,

SES interactions

4. [-9] [38] .23 As in Equation 3, plus
(113) (29) TEST, EDUC, TEST2

Note: POPED - Father's Education

POPOC - Father's Occupational Status

POPWHCOL - Father White Collar

POPNAT - Father U.S. Born

MOMED - Mother's Education

AGE - Age

TEST - Test Score

EDUC - Years Schooling Completed

NOMALE - Female Headed Family

.All individuals from Kalamazoo Brothers complete data sample.
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are controlled in the education and early occupation equations, and it is

reduced appreciably in the equations for other outcomes (Table 19).

Smaller families tend to be of highe~ socioeconomic status. Since

higher socioeconomic status is positively related to all of our aehieve~

ment andattain1IleIlt measures, we anticipated that the appa:t;ent effects of

family si~emight di~appear when we controlled socioeconomic background.

They did not. Even among mell whose measurable family characte-rist:;f..csat'e'

similar, larger families result in significant disadvantages. l2

For e~ample, the linear effect of additional siblings on test scores

is barely teduced when measures of father's education, m~ther's.education,

'father's occupational status, fatherts occupational grouping, father's

natiV'ity~ and family ,composition are controlled. If parents With lower

cognitive ability had re~re children while ability and socioeconomic status

were only modestly telated, we would e~pect this result since there is a

substantial correlation between the test: Scores of parents and children

(Jencks, et al. 1972). We have no direct evidence on this point, but we

do know that the correlation between our respondents' test SCores and

the number of children they have is virtually zero. l3 Unless there

have been significant changes in the relationship between cognitive

ability and fertility, this evidence suggests that parental ability is

not the explanation for the relationship between family size and test

scores among our respondents.

Since the effects of family size are not reduced when birth~order "

is controlled, they must arise for reasons that affect members of given

family sizes similarly. Two possibilities are consistent with this

constraint. One is that parents, who for reasons unrelated to parental
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test scores choose to have more children, socialize them in ways anti

thetical to high test performance. Under this'interpretation, larger

families and lower test scores reflect a common, unmeasured characteristic.

Alternatively, lower test scores may reflect the lower per capita avail

ability of tangible resources in larger families. If parental income

rose to keep pace with additional children, the per capita resources avail

able to children in a given family might remain constant despite growing

family size. We find either of these possibilities preferable to explan

ations that stress the consequences of variations in time inputs or other

finite psychological resources between larger and smaller families. Such

explanations would also seem to imply substantial birth order effects

14within families, and we found none.

The effects of family size on outcomes other than test scores (i.e.,

education), early and current occupational status, and earnings are

reduced appreciably when socioeconomic background is controlled, but they

remain significant nevertheless. We have not yet checked the extent to

which controlling background reduces the effects of family size because

background itself is related to the factors intervening between family

size and outcomes. We do not yet know, for example, whether controlling

background after controlling test scores would further reduce the effect

of family size on educational attainment.

Men from larger families with socioeconomic backgrounds and test

scores similar to those of men from smaller families get significantly

less education, but the differential is sma1l--about one-tenth of a year

per additional sibling. For men with similar backgrounds, test scores,

and educational attainments, there are no significant effects of family
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size OJ). measures of adult economic succes.s. These results suggest that

the mo~t important independent consequence of larger families for the

attainment process is lowered cognitive skill. The test score decrement

is associated wi~h lower educational attainment, and together these.

explain virtually all the continuing effects of family size on occupational

15status ~~d ea~ings.

Throughout our discussion, we have been concerned with theteffects

of fanrl.ly si;z;e on mean levels of achievement or attainment. Fami.ly size

~y,. however, 1:I.1so have. consequences for the salience of family back

ground. ;Men froD!. larger families might "go it alone" more often than men

similar.family sizes in general, we did not compare absolute differences

between brothers froD!. larger and smaller families. Regardless of absolute

differences or point estimates of within-family variability, we defined
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Table 20
Sibling Correlations Between Errors Net of the Effects of

Age for Men From Smaller and Larger Families
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the secont;! grOllP. While the con8eClu~n.c.e.~ of age differences are "real" ant;!

could b.e one mechanism by which larger families diffetentiate their child-

ren mOre than do small families, we wanted to test the consequence~ of

f~ily back~rqundfactors that could in principle b~ similar for men from

larger and smaller families. To do this,we eliminated the effects pf age

re!3emb1an~e on sibling correlations among outcomes, and cOIIlfar~d the "sib-

16ling corr~lations between errors net of the effects of age. (~ecaq~e the

effects o~ ,age are small, the resu;,t~ are not appreciably ~different from

those we would get by simply compa~ing overall sibling corre1atip~~ among

outcomes •.) t: Ta~le 20 givea the restilts of these calculations.

For all outcomes except earnings, the sibling corre1ations among

men from smaller families are noticeably larger than the correlations

among men from larger families. None of the differences are statistically

significant, however. Still, the pattern is pronounced. We conclude that

brothers from smaller families may tend generally to share more common

backgrounds than do brothers from larger families, and urge researchers

working with larger samples to explore this issue more fully. Since

brothers from larger families can be expected to share the same proportion

of genes as brothers from smaller families, we interpret our results as

indicative of the importance of environmental influences in accounting

for the effects of family background. Proponents of genetic interpretations

will, of course, note the anomalous result for earnings (see Behrman,

Taubman, and Wales, forthcoming) and will argue that only the d~fference$.

between sibling correlations for men from large and small families may be

suggestive of environmental factors. Since we find it difficult to believe
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that genes account for the total sibling correlations among men from

smaller families, we would reject that interpretation. We cannot, however,

bring any direct evidence to bear on the question.

6. CONCLUSION

Our findings suggest to us ,that birth order effects on cognitive

development are weak, inconsistent, and statistically insignificant.

They suggest that birth order effects on other outcomes are even weaker

and less consistent. We are aware that partisans of birth order effects

might interpret our evidence differently, and downplay the lack of

statistical significance as a consequence of our small sample size.

We readily concede complicity in the practice of dismissing unpalatable

results which are insignificant, but emphasizing the "suggestive" character

of insignificant findings that we favor. (For example, see our discussion

of sibling resemblance and family size.)

But our sample is not so small that meaningful results fail to gain

statistical significance. For example, differences in siblings' test

scores are significantly related to differences ,in educational attainment.

Moreover, even if a unit increase in birth order within families were

associated with an average 2.2 point decrement in test scores, the practi

cal consequences of such a result would be small. For example, a 2.2

point difference in test scores between brothers is associated with only

a 2.2 (.057) = 0.125 year difference in years of education. Birth order

partisans will have to turn elsewhere for convincing evidence of statis

tically or socially meaningful results
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NOTES

1For an effort to explain the r~lationships among family 'background,

schooling, test scores, and economic success in terms of systemic imper-

atives, see Bowles and Gintis (1976) .and Collins (1974). For a critique

of marginal productivity explanations of the schooling-income relationship,

see Thurow (1975). For a general critique of acontextual analyses of

individual level relationships, see Michelson (1973).

2The observed sibling correlations on the Duncan scores,of current

occupational status and on earnings in the Kalamazoo Brothers Sample are

0.309 and 0.237, respectively. The residual standard deviations of

Duncan scores and earnings as a proportion of the total standard devia-

tions, after eliminating the effects of family background, are
1 1

[1 - .309]~ = 0.831 and [1 - .237]~ = 0.873. Corrections for measurement

error do not appreciably alter these results (Olneck 1976).

3For attempts to assess the genetic contribution to schooling and

earnings among twins 'See Behrman, Taubman, and Wales (forthcoming). For

critiques of the twin methodology see Jencks and Brown (forthcoming)

and Goldberger (forthcoming).

4For reviews of the literature, we have relied on Adams (1972),

Hermalin (1969), Schooler (1972), and Wright (1976). For recent empirical

work, we have examined Zajonc and Markus (1975), Zajonc (1976), Lindert

(1974), and Wright (1976).

5Lindert (1974) is an exception.

6Lindert (1974) reports that the effect on education of his variable

proxying family time inputs that vary by birth order' is larger within

families than across individuals in his reanalysis of Hermalin's (1968)

sibling data.
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7See 01neck (forthcoming) for these comparisons. We are grateful

to Robert M. Hauser for permitting A1~eck access to the OCG-II data.

See FeathermaIl and Hauser (1975) for discussion of the OCG replication.

8Barbara Wolfe ~uggest~d this possibi~,ity to us.

9
Controlling birth. order in ,regression ana1ys~s d.oel? not significantly

or noticeab~y chan&e the estimates of the effects of family size. Nor

does the effect of having additional siblings vary significant1Y,by

birth order once the nonlinear effects of family size are already controlled.

10The vast majority of ,our respondents grew up in homes with two

natural parents. We do not have information on 1ive~in boarders or

relatives. We have assumed ·t;:hatnumber of siblings and family size may

b«? used .;interchangeab1y.

11The coefficient for X at Xo is B1 - B2(BX2,x - 2Xo)' where B1 is

the coefficient ·ofthe linear term, B2 is the coefficient of the ortho

gonal square term, BX2,x is the regressioIl: coefficient of nonorthogona1

X~ or X (Muesern.4.).

l~e could not .c0Il:t,ro]. parental incolJ1,~, but unpublished, analyses of

the Sewe11"'HauserW1scons~n·~S:tnp1e.showa significante~fec~ of number of

siblings on education, net of test scores, and measured background,

inc1uding.parenta1.inc9me (Hauser personal communicatiqn). Men from

larger fa~lies with si~i1ar earnings would sti~l be at a per capita

financial resourcedisadyantage compared to men from smaller fam-

i1ies.

13r = 0.022 (N = 1207). This finding is consistent with th~ findings

of other researchers who have invest~gated the relationship between

parental test scores and number of children in completed families

(Anastasi 1956). Since our respondents are;35 to 59 years old, we assume

their families of procreation are generally complete, thoug~ for younger

men with young wives this would not be true. This could bias the correlations

downward.
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14Our reliance on sixth grade test scores may, of course, obscure

effects evident on earlier or later measures of performance. John

Conlisk pointed this out in a seminar critique of our paper.

15If we are right that the apparent effects of family size on test

scores may be spurious, and that some families both choose to have more

children and do not stress high cognitive performance, concern for the

effects of family size on individuals may be misplaced. The emotional

and psychological benefits of being a member of a large family may out-

weigh the "benefits" of higher test scores, more education, and greater

economic "success."

16For example, the correlation between brothers' ages for men with

four or more siblings is 0.658. The correlation between brothers' test

scores in this group is 0.458, and the correlation between age and test

scores is -0.148. Assuming no interbrother effects, we can posit the

model shown in the following figure.

AGE -.148 TEST a
-'----~. f-- eT

.658( " )b
, AGE -.148 TEST at ~eT

(1) a = [1 - .1482]~ = .989

(2) r TEST TEST~ = .458 = .1482(.658) + .9892
b

, .454 = b
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